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Jesus Said: “Just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve...”. Matthew 20:28
Dear WAM family,
We trust you are well, safe and in good health. We wanted to share an
update with you as you have been very supportive, generous and engaged
with our Beirut blast response. 85 days since the explosion happened, and
no one seems to really know what all happened. The population is still
traumatized, everyone seems to have lost something or someone that day.
The situation in Lebanon continues to worsen with food, medicine, fuel, and
electricity shortages. Unemployment is above 50% and Covid cases
continue to rise. We are also seeing a dangerous trend with thousands of
Christians immigrating, feeling they have no future, hope or support in
Lebanon.
The road to recovery is long, we are barely scratching the surface, none the
less, we are making a big difference in people’s lives. Thank you for allowing
us to be agents of hope through your generosity, prayers, and support.
Below, please find our accomplishments to date:
140 homes assessed between WAM and its funded partners
117 homes rehabbed between WAM and its funded partners
182 medical visits conducted by WAM staff
162 patients received medications
1,200 pieces of medication distributed by WAM and other partners
4 clinics supported with material, staffing and medication support serving
those affected by the blast and economic turndown by WAM grants.
3,490 food parcels distributed by WAM and its partners
22,250 meals prepared and delivered by 2 WAM partners
600 Kg’s of clothes and shoes provided for those that lost everything
6 development staff trained on PTSD/Trauma/Grief and loss recognition and
solutions
15 of trauma healing sessions provided by trained staff
240 students/staff and parents benefitting from trauma healing sessions
215 students benefitted from our school tuition support project
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500 Psychosocial children’s kits distributed to children affected by the blast
264 gallons of diesel procured to provide heat this winter for 200 families
Serving the needy and the marginalized is a privilege and a calling. We will
press on to do what we have been entrusted to do. Thank you for being our
faithful supporters and partners in this ministry.

